Sophomores!!! Attend Lecture On Summer Jobs
Assembly On Friday At Noon In 10-250 For Mapping Plans
In line with Technology’s war drive, a lecture on the subject of summer employment and the results of this plan for Sophomores is summer work in industries or institutes, unless they feel competent to meet them, with a formal report of summer work in Engineering in the spring, is to be held at the close of the summer. It is the purpose of this lecture to start the idea that the hundred eighty companies have been canvassed for the purpose of having Institute students for summer employment. A full report of the survey will be explained in the lecture.

Horne S. Ford
Honoréd At Dinner
Association Presents
Institute Treasurer
With Engraved Watch
Honor was conferred upon Mr. Ford, the last year’s President of the Institute and for the past 20 years Secretary-Treasurer of the Eastern College Accountants Association. The other honor presented was the “Gold Key” to the Institute which was awarded him on behalf of all the members present.

At the affair Mr. Ford, who has just retired from his position in the accountancy field, is a graduate of the College and was President of Brown University. This presentation was made on behalf of the E.C.A.U.-B.O. and has contributed notably to the stability of the growing concern. In his 25 years of service Mr. Ford has been a member of the organization since his second year and has contributed notably to the stability of the growing concern.

Salemese Still Needed To Be At All Times
Salemese are still needed to distribute The Tech on a salary of $1.00 per evening. There are openings for Tuesday evenings and Fridays between the hours of 11:00 A.M. and 2:00 P.M. Interested students are to contact Mrs. Hamilton at publication in Building 10 and in Walker Memorial.

The Editor requests that the public not importune The Tech circulation manager any after 4:30 P.M. in the business office on the third floor of Walker Memorial.

The Tech Prom Issue Appears Friday Night
The Tech will not be distributed at the regular time Friday night, because of extra Junior Prom issue, which is to be located at the dance on Friday night from 8:15 to 10:30 P.M.

There comes a time in the life of every student when he wants to get into touch with the journalistic harleman, and eat the fish stew of the characters. From Prom issue offers that opportunity and much more, so we abandon all conservation and get down to the nuts and gourmets.

Those who are taking in the prom will find this issue an interestingly good way as a good way to show their mates what is NOT going on around the Institute.

Tech Committee Exhibits Clark Lithographs
The Nautical Museum Committee has again planned an exhibit portion of the famous Clark Lithographs, this time of twenty-five hundred lithographs of the ships of the Revolution. The group now on exhibition in the Main Lobby is entitled "The Vessels in the American Revolution as it Appeared With the Indus unspecified.

This display is the second of a series, the first having been exhibited last spring. The Committee has chosen special examples to illustrate the variety of United States warships during the period of the Revolutionary War. Every print is framed or mounted along with appropriate information, including a brief connection between the vessel and her designer. Some prints show the renowned battle between the Monitor and the Merrimac.

The Clark Collection was the result of Captain Arthur H. Clark's hobby. He used the prints to illustrate two of his books, but value of them may now in their applicability to research in naval construction than in their historical merit.

Nautical Museum Committee

Musing Heads Debate Society In Next Season
Haas and Zeamer, '43 New Vice President
And Debate Manager
George M. Musing, '43, took over the vice-presidency of the Debate Society when James M. Denning retired at its annual banquet Wednesday night in the Cashier's Office. Mr. Musing was the guest of honor at the banquet, and was elected president of the organisation since the last annual election. Mr. Ford has been a part of all the organizations at Technology. Professor Eaton said that the present organization was the most efficient one which he had ever met at this school. He added:

"That this organization has been so splendidly successful, not only in the debate, but in carrying on the debating society, is due to the interest and stimulus which it is the custom to give to the debaters. It is a great pleasure to see the success of the debating society, but it is a great disappointment to see the failure of the debating society."
SUMMER SENIORS

The recently-announced accelerator program for the Class of 1963 is left in doubt of the status of many of the Senior ordinary peace-time activities. Among these is Senior Week, the one event in which the entire class takes part.

The first week to be held in Senior Week is likely to start planning immediately. The usual procedure followed for the past few years has been to elect the Senior Week Committee the last term so that it will have ample time to make arrangements for the various affairs that constitute Senior Week. In accordance with this idea, the Juniors may know the success of their Senior Week with an early election of the Committee.

A new duty could very easily be assumed by the 1943 Senior Week Committee, that is, the form of social events for the Class of 1943, which must remain at the Institute for the compulsory summer session. The regular Senior Dance, which is usually held during the first term of the Senior Class, will presumably be increased and their objective. Personally, we like the idea of a class whose class elections on

REVIVAL WITH A PURPOSE

It is a lamentable situation which exists when a college organization has to go abroad to gain material for its campaign against the Institute. It is a situation that the Dramashop selected a play written by a Harvard man for its latest production.

The play has in the past experienced a good deal of trouble in wrangling enough support from the student body to justify its existence and to provide a satisfactory turnout at its productions. Handicapped by the lack of an audience, the program was not in the very near vicinity, Dramashop has seemingly been unable to attract the students in any great numbers with its several productions a year staged in Boston and Harvard Square playhouses or in the far too undramatic atmosphere of Room 10-210.

The problem of Dramashop, then, is to arouse interest among the student body by some other means than the possibility of its activities; it must make the students want to see its plays even though they must travel some distance from the Institute. The best way to do that is to have a successful play which will be written, directed, and enacted by the student members of Dramashop alone. We do not propose an endeavor as gigantic as the now defunct Dramashop, but we do propose that the Dramashop stage an All-Tech Play in an attempt to gain the students' active support and to revive, at least partially, one of Technology's few traditions.

SOPHOMORES, TURN OUT

When the Institute announced that the Junior Class would go to the Columbia, many students were elated and they would have to work in defense industries at the same time and submit a report of their vacation positions to their registration officers. The complete fall, however, at Northeastern, the Sophomore Class was not in the least concerned; they have long been too busy wondering just how they would be able to learn where they will be of the most use and how they can do the most good.
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If the present Junior Class is...
I

ACTION IN LOWELL GAME

Lowell Textile Squad Edges Tech By Single Point

Beavers Fall To Knot Count In Late Rally

With Dolan, Artz Out

The Tech basketeers wound up their season on Friday night when they met their first defeat on the home floor at the hands of a plucky Lowell Textile aggregation. Going into the second half with a 3-3 tie after a two goal rally. The Beavers strenuously fought for victory throughout the last minutes of play the Techs were unable to keep the lead and went into the final period. Coach Berry's boys managed to cut the lead to one point and in the closing seconds Johnnie Neal, artz'ed the length of the floor to sink a long one-handed shot and knot the count at 41 all.

All Tech Swim Meet

Set For March 19-21

The date for the Annual "All-Tech Swim Meet" has been set for March 19-21. This contest is between any living groups in the Institute, and any man who is not on the varsity or freshman swimming team may enter. Team competition is encouraged and the highest scoring dorms or fraternity team will get a prize. There will also be prizes for individual high scorers.

Coach Sees Good Season

For Tech Lacrosse Team

Starting with a bang, the Tech-lacrosse team had its first practice yesterday at 5:30 P.M., behind the board track with an excellent turnout. Because of the current and a month's practice due before their first meet, the coach, Bob Maddux, and the managers anticipate a good season.

With little publicity the team found unexpected and several freshmen repeating. The first meet will probably be with Stevens Institute of Technology early in April. Among those expected to play important parts this year is Bob Given, recently placed on the second All New England team.

CLOTHES MAKE THE MAN

Val

Charlie the Tech Tailor

9 AM. to 8 PM.

MOR. B. W.

NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY

School of Law

DAY PROGRAM

FIVE YEARS

A minimum of two years of college work required to admission. A limited number of scholarships will be awarded. LL.B. Degree conferred. Alumni men and women.

MD & M. V. EMERSON ST., BOSTON

New England House

ROGER KENT

Suits, Overcoats and Formal Wear for Men at the one $35.00 price

LAWRENCE BUILDING

Mt. Auburn, Cambridge, New York New Haven Philadelphia

ARE YOU AS SOON AS THE "JUDGE"?

If your taste in suits demands a straight-cutting body line (and what University man's doesn't!) then our Judge is meant for you. Particularly in gray flannel, this neck is as easy and cool as a Senator's to a Freshman.

FORMAL WEAR

ARROW DRESS SHIRTS

AND

DRESS ACCESSORIES

DRESS TIES IN BLACK OR WHITE

BLACK HOSE

DRESS LINKS AND STUDS

suspenders and garters

TECHNOLOGY STORE

DIVIDEND TOO

JOIN THE NORTHS AT THE ESNAPLANDE

12-29 MASS AVE.

GOOD FOOD AND LIQUORS AT AFFORDABLE PRICES.

TELEPHONE LAFAYETTE 400-2
### CALENDAR

**Tuesday, March 3**
- 5:00-6:00 P.M.: Graphic Expression Meeting—Taylo Lounge.
- 5:00-6:00 P.M.: Debating Society Debate—Litchfield.
- 7:30-8:30 P.M.: Walker Memorial Student Staff—Litchfield.
- 7:30 P.M.: Ela Kappa Nu Smoker—Pritchett.

**Wednesday, March 4**
- 5:00-6:00 P.M.: Debating Society Debate—Litchfield.

**Thursday, March 5**
- 5:00-6:00 P.M.: Debating Society Debate—Litchfield.

**Friday, March 6**
- 4:00 P.M.: Technology Matters Time—Pritchett.

---

**Nom. Blanks Available**
For Class Elec. March 25

---

**Prom Punch Parties**
These punch parties are jointly Phi Gamma Delta, 28 Fenway.
Beacon Street; Chi Phi, 22 Fenway; Higgins; Sio-sma Alpha Epsilon, 484 Are Added To Attractions Jr.

---

**March T.E.N. On Sale**
For Last Day Today
(Furnished from Page 1)

---

**March 15**
- The Class of '44 will be reklassed.

---

**American Chemist In War**
- John A. Bavicchi won the wining race of the American Chemical Society during the meeting of the Massachusetts State, the freshman swimmer.
- Eugene Ashley, '45, put 60 yards of low hurdles under his belt in 6.2 seconds. Robert B. McCullough, '43, who flew over the high hurdles in 6.2 seconds. Robert A. Miller, '43, who flew over the high hurdles in 6.2 seconds.

---

**For Better Food**
- Our homecooked food is not homey.
- It's homey.

---

**FENNELL & CO.**
IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC ALES, WINES, LIQUORS
Free Delivery Service Until 11 P.M., Daily

---

**CN F spelling**
- BECKHAM
- RITZ
- SNOOKS

---

**Arthur Musgrave Exhibits New Art**
- Fifteen Painted Coast scenes from the brush of Arthur P. Musgrave, distinguished Cambridge artist, will be formally opened for exhibition.

---

**How About Your EVENING CLOTHES Sir?**
Here gentlemen is perhaps the most important phase of your school wardrobe. Clothing that can make you look like a million on those all important social occasions. . . . if you choose carefully. A Leopold Morse tux or tails is made with the utmost care and attention to detail. The set of the shoulders, the soft easy swing, whether tux or tails, put you in that relaxed, self satisfied egotistical mood you'll strive for in vain . . . unless you've chosen the right tailor. We've fitted a good many of your classmates and we can satisfy you too. Why not drop in?

---

**Arthur Musgrave Exhibits New Art**
- Fifteen Painted Coast scenes from the brush of Arthur P. Musgrave, distinguished Cambridge artist, will be formally opened for exhibition.

---

**For Last Day Today**
- TUESDAY, MARCH 3, 1942
- The Technology branch of the Institute of Aeronautical Sciences will hold a dinner meeting this evening at 6:00 P.M. in the Dutch Room of the Graduate House.

---

**How About Your EVENING CLOTHES Sir?**
Here gentlemen is perhaps the most important phase of your school wardrobe. Clothing that can make you look like a million on those all important social occasions. . . . if you choose carefully. A Leopold Morse tux or tails is made with the utmost care and attention to detail. The set of the shoulders, the soft easy swing, whether tux or tails, put you in that relaxed, self satisfied egotistical mood you'll strive for in vain . . . unless you've chosen the right tailor. We've fitted a good many of your classmates and we can satisfy you too. Why not drop in?

---

**FULL DRESS SUITS $40**
TUXEDOS $28.50
Pay 1/4 Apr. 1st. Pay 1/2 May 1st. Pay 1/2 June 1st.

---

**LEOPOLD MORSE**
45 Summer St. and Adams Sq., Boston
Harvard Sq., Cambridge